
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Micro Mill from RMS Brewing Solutions 
They say good things come in small packages, and the Micro Mill from RMS Brewing Solutions might be the perfect 

example. A premium quality brewery mill at an affordable price. The Micro Mill brings a new level of quality, capability, and 

versatility to small batch brewery operations. Fully adjustable, the Micro Mill is rated up to 500 lbs of grinding capacity per 

hour. Featuring Variable Grind Profile Technology and an adjustable feed rate, setup of the Micro Mill can be custom tailored 

to your application. Containing hardened rolls and superior quality components, what the Micro Mill lacks in size it makes 

up for in durability and capability. 

With a 110v single-phase motor you can set up the Micro Mill near any standard wall outlet and get to work. Perfect for smaller 

applications, the Micro Mill comes complete with a 12-month warranty and the same quality components and craftsmanship 

you’d expect from RMS Brewing Solutions. The optional locking caster system makes maneuverability around small locations 

a breeze and a standard discharge allows for easily grinding into a bucket, a bin, a grist case, or attaching a conveyance 

system. See for yourself why the Micro Mill from RMS Brewing Solutions is the most capable small-scale brew mill available. 

Stats and Specs 
 

 

+ 500# per hour capacity 

+ Hardened, knurled rolls 

+ Motor: 1/3 HP, explosion-proof 

(XP), single phase, 110/230v (can 
be used with standard wall outlet 
or hard-wired) 

+ 1800 RPM drive motor 

+ Hopper: designed to hold roughly 

50lb of malted barley, includes a 
manual slide gate 

+ Table mount and mill stand 
included in base package 

+ With Stand: 54” tall x 22” wide 

+  Without Stand: 24” tall x 23” wide 

+ Discharge: Straight discharge that 

is 18” from floor, can be used to 
dump straight into bucket or bin, 
or attach to a flex auger running 
front to rear or left to right of mill 

 

 

 
 

Ready to get started? 
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